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Abstract—SSL certificates are a core component of the public key infrastructure that underpins encrypted communication in the Internet. In this paper, we report the results of a longitudinal study of the characteristics of SSL certificate chains presented to clients during secure web (HTTPS) connection setup. Our data set consists of 23B SSL certificate chains collected from a global panel consisting of over 2M residential client machines over a period of 6 months. The data informing our analyses provide perspective on the entire chain of trust, including root certificates, across a wide distribution of client machines. We identify over 35M unique certificate chains with diverse relationships at all levels of the PKI hierarchy. We report on the characteristics of valid certificates, which make up 99.7% of the total corpus. We also examine invalid certificate chains, finding that 93% of them contain an untrusted root certificate and we find they have shorter average chain length than their valid counterparts. Finally, we examine two unintended but prevalent behaviors in our data: the deprecation of root certificates and secure traffic interception. Our results support aspects of prior, scan-based studies on certificate characteristics but contradict other findings, highlighting the importance of the residential client-side perspective.

I. INTRODUCTION

Secure communication in the modern web via HTTPS is increasingly prevalent, and is facilitated by Transport Layer Security (TLS) and its precursor Secure Socket Layer (SSL). SSL is a cryptographic protocol [1] designed to allow two communicating applications to communicate privately and to guarantee the integrity of transmitted messages. The protocol relies on a secure public key infrastructure (PKI), which relies on digital certificates that prove ownership of a public key associated with a domain name. While the SSL protocol is precisely defined and relatively stable, the larger ecosystem is complex and dynamic. In spite of on-going efforts to increase transparency, the state of the general ecosystem is only partially understood [2], [3], [4].

To be effective at securing online communication, the PKI must be actively maintained by package developers and routinely updated by the clients where it is deployed. While client-side updates are automated, PKI maintenance is currently a manual endeavor that demands familiarity with software project policies and industry best practices. Maintainers of major operating systems, browsers and other applications that include a repository of trusted root certificates must regularly, and subjectively assess the trustworthiness of certificate signing authorities. The true efficacy of the PKI at securing real-world online communication therefore cannot be assessed from the narrow perspective of whether certificate chains adhere to technical specifications. Rather, assessing the efficacy of the PKI requires a perspective that can reveal how this infrastructure is used in organic traffic by a broad set of clients.

The study of SSL certificate chains in general presents several challenges. First is the enormous scale, complexity, diversity, and dynamics of the web itself. Second, as prior studies have identified, the SSL ecosystem is also large, diverse, and dynamic. Third, to be relevant, the perspective of key participants in web transactions, i.e., clients, servers, and intermediaries, should be represented in the measurements.

Standard methods for studying SSL include repeated scans of the IPv4 address space in search of servers that respond to connection requests on port 443 [4], [5], [6] or passively observing networks [7]. These studies have highlighted a range of critical characteristics of valid and invalid certificates as well as unexpected behaviors. Other surveys have explored the landscape from the perspective of reports from the web browser [8]. A recent unifying view of the SSL system was described in [9]. While the authors consider multiple perspectives, missing from their view is the client-side perspective. Finally, Flash ads have been used to study the SSL ecosystem [5], [10]. However, Flash has since been deprecated in favor of other technologies by major industry groups, and as a result, future studies will be unable to use this technique.

Our study is based on a compelling corpus of data: a set of over 23 billion SSL certificate chains collected during daily web browsing by a 2 million person world-wide residential user panel over a 6-month period. We identify over 35 million unique chains in this data set with diverse relationships between root, intermediate, and leaf certificates. To the best of our knowledge, this represents the largest user-generated SSL data set considered in a research study. Using this data, we revisit findings from prior studies and report new findings that expand the perspective of the current SSL ecosystem.

We begin by examining the general characteristics of the certificates in our data set. We then compare and contrast
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the properties of certificate chains that pass or fail a standard validation process. Our analysis focuses on certificate characteristics such as chain length, certificate type diversity, key and signature algorithms, validity periods, and certificate constraints. We find that the vast majority of certificate chains utilized in the SSL ecosystem are valid, they are associated with large and prominent domains, and they rely on trusted intermediaries and root authorities that follow best practices. In contrast, we observe that invalid certificate chains generally have shorter length than their valid counterparts, they generally fail validation due to a non-standard root certificate anchor and, surprisingly, a majority (73%) of the distinct chains that we observed were invalid. We find that the community efforts to end the use of SHA1 hashing functions and 1024-bit certificates have made progress but are still incomplete. Finally, we observe that certificates found unsuitable for deployment by major software projects due to policy violations can linger in the ecosystem for years, resulting in substandard certificates playing a significant role in securing online traffic.

II. SSL OVERVIEW

Clients, such as web browsers, verify server identity and establish a trusted communication channel by leveraging the SSL protocol, a comprehensive overview of which is provided in [11]. Trust is represented by digitally signed certificates and is established hierarchically. The basis of all trusted communication for clients rests upon a small and curated set of root certificates from trusted certificate authorities (CAs). These certificates have the highest level of trust and may validate intermediate certificates or terminal leaf certificates. Intermediate certificates may in turn validate additional intermediate certificates and terminal leaf certificates. Every valid leaf certificate is associated with a chain of trust that terminates at a trusted root certificate. A set of root and intermediate certificates distributed with operating systems and web browsers is used by clients to validate chains of trust.

Ideally, the set of trusted root and intermediate certificates deployed on client machines would be standardized and up to date. However, in practice this certificate store varies over time and by platform. A client’s local repository of trusted certificates is updated via routine operating system updates and with the installation of new software applications. Updates can also be triggered by malicious activity. As a result, the chain of trust used by one client to validate a certificate will not, in general, match the chain used by another. In fact, a certificate may have multiple valid chains of trust on the same client machine.

Certificates themselves are documents that contain descriptive fields, such as a common name (CN), subject alternative name (SAN), the name and domain of its owner, the name and domain of its issuer, a valid time window, and a URL pointing to a certificate revocation list (CRL) that is used to determine whether the certificate has been revoked by its CA. RFC 5280 [11] is unequivocal that CAs have the responsibility to verify the information of entities to which they issue certificates. To adhere to this principal and still allow CAs to issue certificates at scale without succumbing to administrative overhead, the IETF developed the Automatic Certificate Management Environment (ACME) protocol [12]. This protocol enables CAs to confirm that an applicant for a certificate controls a particular domain, without human intervention. The decentralized architecture of the PKI means that no global certificate-domain pairing registry exists, so a domain may be secured by many certificates.

Although the PKI is simple in concept, it relies on the ability of a diverse set of entities to maintain it and follow general security best-practices, e.g., maintaining the secrecy of their private key. In practice, the complexity of this ecosystem results in unintended uses and consequences of the protocol. Therefore, we posit that repeated, representative measurement studies are essential to the continued maintenance of the PKI.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Client-side Data Collection

We obtain our SSL certificate chain data from the Comscore global desktop user panel. The panel is made up of over 2 million residential participants who elect to install web monitoring software in exchange for benefits such as cash awards, antivirus software, and online credits. Participation is voluntary and requires informed consent. Data are handled in accordance with Comscore’s privacy policies [13].

The client-side panel software enables Comscore to monitor and collect data transmitted by panelists while using internet-enabled applications. Each time a panelist machine validates a certificate chain as part of an SSL handshake, the full certificate chain is recorded by the client-side panel software and sent to Comscore storage servers. An unusual feature of our data is that the certificate chain includes intermediate and root certificates that may not have been transmitted over the network but were appended by the client.

The data set provided by Comscore consists of certificate chains collected from panelists during the 185-day period from July 12, 2017 to January 12, 2018. Table I provides an overview of the corpus of certificate chains. While the certificates collected may include personally identifiable information (PII) such as email addresses or software serial numbers included in custom certificates, our analysis consists primarily of high level aggregations.

Panel collection servers typically ingest tens of billions of records daily, and over the 6-month observation period, panelists issued requests to 9,310 of the Alexa Top 10,000 Sites, including all 100 of the top 100 sites.

B. Data Processing

Each certificate chain is validated using the open-source OpenSSL tool version 1.0.1 [14] with the trusted CA store shipped with Linux CentOS 7. After labeling chains as valid or invalid, we decode and parse fields from each certificate using the Python open-source cryptography package [15]. We define a valid certificate chain as one that has a well-formed chain of trust with verified signatures from the leaf certificate
to a publicly trusted root CA and was observed during the validity period of all certificates in the chain. Any certificate chain that does not meet these conditions is considered invalid. We recognize this definition will label some well-formed and non-malicious certificate chains that are trusted by clients as invalid. For example, chains that contain a client-trusted custom root CA, such as those installed by a secure proxy, would all be labeled invalid. A chain, in this circumstance, we will call strictly locally valid. The total deduplicated corpus of certificate chains and metadata is 926 GB. Validating the certificate chain verification failure. “Empty Validity Period” indicates that the intersection of the validity periods of all certificates in a chain is empty. We do not define “expired” for unique chains because this set is constructed without considering observed timestamps.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record Type</th>
<th>Unique Count</th>
<th>Total Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Certificate Chains</td>
<td>35,072,572</td>
<td>22,750,189,641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid Certificate Chains</td>
<td>9,655,031</td>
<td>22,680,255,554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root Certificates</td>
<td>166,670</td>
<td>22,750,189,641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate Certificates</td>
<td>3,512,742</td>
<td>26,509,138,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf Certificates</td>
<td>31,574,086</td>
<td>22,750,189,252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Reason</th>
<th>Unique Chains</th>
<th>Total Chains</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untrusted Root Certificate</td>
<td>25,263,314</td>
<td>65,104,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Issuer Certificate</td>
<td>151,285</td>
<td>3,491,725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expired</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1,316,413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature Failure</td>
<td>2,515</td>
<td>10,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improperly Formatted</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>10,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empty Validity Period</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-signed Certificate</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. The aggregate count of unique total, valid, and invalid certificate chains collected over time. Also shown is a linear fit to each time series, with the slope of each fit indicated. The units of the slope are newly-observed chains-per-day. In each case the r^2-value of the linear fit exceeds 0.99.

We observe that when a root certificate in our data is untrusted, a validation error is the presence of an untrusted root certificate. In our data, Table II shows that the most common cause of certificate chain verification failure is the presence of an untrusted root certificate. Table I provides a snapshot of our data at the end of our collection period. Of the 22.8B chains observed, 99.7% were labeled valid. In contrast to this, just 9.7M, or 27.5%, of the 35M distinct chains observed were labeled valid. To supplement this view, Figure 1 shows the aggregated count of unique certificate chains observed over the six months of observations as well as the least-square linear fit of each time series. The slope of the fit, whose units are newly-observed chains-per-day, quantifies the arrival rate of new distinct certificate chains.

Valid certificate chains constitute a minority of the unique certificate chain population yet they are the vast majority of total chains that we observe. This is a reflection of the characteristic of organic web traffic: most traffic by volume flows toward a small number of prominent domains. Popular HTTPS-enabled web sites and online services, in order to function, must have properly configured and stable SSL deployments. As a result, a few popular web servers perform vastly more SSL handshakes than those of less popular sites and services. This observation has a natural dual: unmaintained or seldom used servers that accept SSL traffic on the Internet are less likely to serve properly configured SSL certificate chains than popular entities that are incentivized to do so.

This argument is supported by the observation that 90% of valid certificate chains collected by volume are comprised of only 6.5K unique certificate chains, while the 90% mark for invalid certificates by volume is comprised of 15M unique chains. This difference indicates that there is a large disparity in popularity between services that provide valid and invalid certificate chains, and there is a long tail of root and intermediate certificate authorities used by invalid certificate chains. In comparison to prior studies [4], [16] based on port 443 scans of the IPv4 address space, we find that users encounter a significantly smaller proportion of improperly configured, expired, and not yet valid certificates.

Examining the certificate chains that are labeled invalid in our data, Table II shows that the most common cause of validation error is the presence of an untrusted root certificate. We observe that when a root certificate in our data is untrusted, it is usually associated uniquely with a single machine. This is consistent with certificates generated during the installation process of widely-deployed antivirus software and content filters [17]. Requests that originate from a device configured to use such a custom certificate will present certificate chains that are unique to the device. As a result, traffic from such
devices will contribute disproportionately to the total count of unique chains that we observe. We discuss the presence of such certificate chains in our data in Section V.

B. Certificate Chain Length

An SSL certificate chain is comprised of a series of authorizations from root to intermediate to leaf certificates. Chain length is defined as the total number of signed certificates appearing in a chain. This is an important property of certificate chains for two reasons. First, longer chains decrease performance [18]. Second, the attack surface of a chain is proportional to the length of the chain. To bound this risk, SSL certificates that represent certificate authorities may possess an optional path length constraint. If present, this constraint is a nonnegative integer that indicates the maximum number of signing certificates that can follow the certificate in the chain and constitute a valid chain of trust [11]. If this constraint is unspecified, the chain may be of arbitrary length. Table III shows the distribution of chain lengths in our data by validity for both the total volume of chains and unique chains observed.

We find that the majority of root certificates (91%) had no path length constraint listed. In contrast, most valid intermediate certificates (79%) had a path length constraint of 0, indicating that they may only sign leaf certificates. These considerable majorities reflect the common practice of certificate authority organizations using root certificates to issue themselves an intermediate certificate, and using that certificate to sign leaf certificates. Nearly all of the remaining intermediate leaf certificates (20%) had no path length constraint, indicating that they may be followed by a chain of any number of intermediate certificates. In total, 99% of intermediate certificates present in valid chains either have no path length constraint or have it set to 0.

C. Diversity of PKI Entities

We observe 294 issuing organizations that issued trusted root and intermediate certificates. Of these organizations, 203 issued root certificates and 223 issued intermediate certificates. Furthermore, the top ten organizations issued 89% of the trusted signing certificates in our data. This result aligns with previous findings that a handful of key players control most of the signing authority in the SSL ecosystem [19]. Tables IV and V list the top issuing organizations for root and intermediate certificates in our data, respectively.

D. Key and Signature Algorithms

Due to ever-increasing computational capabilities and newly-discovered vulnerabilities, the robustness of widely-deployed cryptographic algorithms needs to be checked on an on-going basis.

The current SSL key algorithm recommendation by NIST is to use RSA (2048 or 3072 bits) with SHA-256, ECDSA (Curve P-256) with SHA-256, or ECDSA (Curve P-384) with SHA-384 [20]. Table VI shows the distribution of the cryptographic key types observed in our data. We find that the vast majority of leaf certificates use 2048-bit RSA keys (77%) or 256-bit ECDSA keys (22%), in line with the NIST recommendations. Only a tiny fraction (0.66%) of leaf certificates use any other type of key. RSA is the dominant algorithm, with roughly 96% coverage, as can be seen in Table VII. Among the top 1,000 most popular root, intermediate, and leaf certificates seen in our data, we find that the most popular key algorithm by an order of magnitude is RSA-2048 (Table VIII), indicating that, as expected, popular entities are following NIST recommendations. The distribution of key algorithm popularity is very similar between root and intermediate certificates, while popular leaf certificates more frequently use ECDSA (256-bit).

A practical SHA1 collision attack was demonstrated in 2017, indicating that SHA1 is too weak to be considered secure [21]. The wider community began deprecating SHA1.
for use in critical security infrastructure with the goal of fully eliminating SHA1 from new certificates by 2016 [22], [23], [24]. We also note that the RSA-768 factoring challenge was solved in 2009 by Kleinjung et al. [25].

Contrary to prior findings [19], [4], we find that only a very small fraction of valid leaf certificates use RSA with the SHA1 hashing algorithm. This successful widespread deprecation follows a NIST recommendation in 2015 and major browsers no longer trusting certificates that use it [26], [27], [28], [29]. We note that although the proportion is small, a substantial number of certificates (over 157K) persist in using SHA1.

In a similar vein, browser distributions [30], [31] and CA’s [32], [33] began deprecating the use of 1024-bit certificates over the looming vulnerability to attack around 2013. This action was in response to the 2011-era NIST recommendation to transition to stronger encryption schemes [34]. In our data, only 0.06% of certificates using 1024-bit RSA keys exist as part of a valid chain.

V. UNINTENDED BEHAVIORS

We now explore two unintended behaviors related to the PKI that are observed in our data: SSL traffic interception [35] and deprecated certificates (defined below). While intercepted SSL traffic is a known phenomenon, we believe this is the first report on the prevalence of deprecated certificates. Although deprecation is not an explicitly defined designation of the PKI, we show it is a prevalent, well-defined feature.

A. Deprecated Certificates

We label a certificate deprecated if it is valid at the time of processing and has been identified for removal by the maintainers of at least one highly reputable CA certificate repository. While not all software projects openly disclose trusted CA repository maintenance, several projects maintain and distribute trusted certificate repositories, and also post archival information about historical changes to their trusted root repositories. The projects we select are: Debian Linux [36], the Fedora Project [37], Mozilla [38], Chrome [39] and Microsoft [40]. In late 2016, the Fedora project began using an unmodified version of the trusted store published by Mozilla. Each project maintains its own repository with transparency and according to a publicly-posted code of principles. We also rely on the online certificate catalog hosted at https://www.crt.sh to inform our assignment of certificate revocation status.

As trust is an inherently nontechnical concept, each of the selected projects relies on manual curation of its trusted root certificate store. We identify deprecated certificates from these projects via manual search over CA certificate package maintenance forums and through a review of publicly-accessible archival data [41], [42].

Each project has its own policies in place for root certificate validation and removal, typically requiring a subjective assessment of CA compliance with software project policy. Common reasons for deprecation include the widespread deprecation of SHA1 [28], [29], [24] and compliance issues that arise from a CA retiring, but not revoking, certificates [43], [30]. Although trusted root certificate stores are maintained by independent groups, some projects coordinate loosely. However, inconsistent policies governing CA root certificate removal across projects and logistical complexities suggest that a more formal synchronization process is impractical. To our knowledge, there is no public catalog of these deprecated certificates. This lack of standardization makes automated discovery of deprecated certificates a significant challenge, so we limit our analysis to manually-identified cases.

Turning to the presence of this feature in our data, we identify a total of 69 deprecated certificates via our process. As the identification of these certificates is manual, this number does not purport to be comprehensive, and there are undoubtedly more certificates which fit this profile in our data. For perspective on the significance of this number, the Microsoft trusted CA root repository, dated December 2017, contains 360 certificates. In our data, we observe 24 deprecated certificates in active use between July and December 2017.

The longer such certificates are in use, the more of a security threat they pose, so this trend has a negative impact on the PKI as a whole. Deprecated certificates are, by definition, widely deployed at some point in their valid existence. If a CA retires but does not revoke a certificate, then all chains that validate against this root may be secured against substandard or vulnerable trusted roots. As a single certificate may possess several valid chains of trust on a single machine, we observe that traffic to search engines, social media and other high-value domains are secured using the deprecated certificates that we identified. This holds even if domain administrators employ best practices to ensure the security of visitors to their online service.

B. Intercepted Certificate Chains and Malicious Behavior

We define an intercepted chain as a certificate chain whose root certificate has never been distributed as part of a trusted root store. Intercepted chains generally exist so that a third-party is able to decrypt secure traffic. The kinds of activities and software that we observe associated with intercepted certificates include virus filters, content filters, software development tools, commercial research, and malicious intent. At a more technical level, intercepted certificates occur because many implementations of SSL are relatively straightforward to circumvent. The primary exception to this is traffic secured by an application that uses pinned certificates [44], [45]. A sketch of SSL traffic interception in practice is as follows:

1) A custom root certificate is installed in a trusted location on the client machine.
2) A proxy is configured to relay client traffic.
3) When the client attempts to establish a secure connection to an external server, the proxy dynamically signs certificates using its own CA. The client then establishes a secure connection to the proxy rather than the external server. The root certificate in the newly-generated chain of trust is the custom root certificate of the proxy.
TABLE VI
THE TOP KEY ALGORITHMS LISTED ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER OF TRUSTED LEAF CERTIFICATES OBSERVED. RSA 1024 WAS GENERALLY TARGETED TO BE PHASED OUT BY 2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Algorithm</th>
<th>Valid leaf Certificates</th>
<th>Total Leaf Certificates</th>
<th>Percent of Certificates Valid</th>
<th>Percent of Valid Certificates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSA (2048-bit)</td>
<td>17,432,945,097</td>
<td>17,470,304,302</td>
<td>99.79%</td>
<td>76.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA (256-bit)</td>
<td>5,096,433,902</td>
<td>5,098,375,701</td>
<td>99.96%</td>
<td>22.47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA (4096-bit)</td>
<td>137,111,745</td>
<td>139,462,361</td>
<td>98.31%</td>
<td>0.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA (384-bit)</td>
<td>12,525,978</td>
<td>12,526,963</td>
<td>99.99%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA (3072-bit)</td>
<td>488,625</td>
<td>525,657</td>
<td>92.96%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA (1024-bit)</td>
<td>16,814</td>
<td>28,056,718</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII
THE TOP SIGNATURE ALGORITHMS RANKED BY THE NUMBER OF TRUSTED LEAF CERTIFICATES OBSERVED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signature Algorithm</th>
<th>Valid Leaf Certificates</th>
<th>Total Leaf Certificates</th>
<th>Percent of Certificates Valid</th>
<th>Percent of Valid Certificates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256 with RSA</td>
<td>21,629,065,116</td>
<td>21,693,936,696</td>
<td>99.70%</td>
<td>95.37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-256 with ECDSA</td>
<td>969,688,996</td>
<td>969,707,077</td>
<td>&gt; 99.99%</td>
<td>4.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-512 with RSA</td>
<td>66,647,282</td>
<td>68,679,795</td>
<td>97.04%</td>
<td>0.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-384 with RSA</td>
<td>14,433,491</td>
<td>14,442,609</td>
<td>99.94%</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHA-1 with RSA</td>
<td>405,697</td>
<td>3,331,455</td>
<td>12.18%</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VIII
THE COUNT OF THE TOP FIVE KEY ALGORITHMS IN THE MOST OBSERVED 1,000 CERTIFICATES IN OUR DATA SET, RANKED BY THE NUMBER OF THOSE CERTIFICATES THAT USED THEM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Algorithm</th>
<th>Root Intermediate Leaf</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RSA (2048-bit)</td>
<td>872 880 854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA (256-bit)</td>
<td>76 78 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA (4096-bit)</td>
<td>43 37 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA (1024-bit)</td>
<td>6 1 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECDSA (384-bit)</td>
<td>3 4 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4) The proxy establishes a legitimate secure connection to the server. The proxy may decrypt or modify traffic while relaying it between client and server.

Several online tutorials and software tools are available to guide the non-expert in configuring a process that can decrypt SSL traffic [46], [47], [48].

We now turn to certificates involved in interception whose purpose appears malicious. The label likely malicious is assigned to a certificate that 1) is the trusted anchor of an intercepted chain and 2) the certificate violates at least one of the following principles:

1) Transparency: Does the certificate contain contact information? Does the certificate identify its owner or purpose? For example, if the certificate is intended for benign interception, is this clearly indicated or easy to discover?

2) Conformance: Are the various attributes of the certificate created in accordance with common practice? For example, does the certificate’s validity period exceed 100 years?

TABLE IX
MALICIOUS CERTIFICATES. A CERTIFICATE CREATOR MAY POPULATE THE ORGANIZATIONAL UNIT FIELD WITH AN ARBITRARY STRING, SUCH AS A WELL-KNOWN CA. WE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO IDENTIFY THE TRUE OWNER OF “GLOBALSIGNATURE CERTIFICATES CA 2”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># Chains</th>
<th>Subject Organizational Unit</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24811</td>
<td>GlobalSignature Certificates CA 2</td>
<td>exp. 2056, mainly Chinese lang. domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>989</td>
<td>f53bd78a9cf13079 2</td>
<td>exp. 2057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>977</td>
<td>VeriSign Trust Network</td>
<td>exp. 2115, Issued in 2015 with RSA 1 1024-bit Issuer is “C=EN, CN=thawte 2”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>607</td>
<td>thawte 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>546</td>
<td>8683057cb648bf1f 2</td>
<td>exp. 2057</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The certificates listed in Table IX are labeled likely malicious. They were used to secure traffic to a variety of online content including search engines, financial services, and social media. One certificate in this table, “GlobalSignature Certificates CA 2” is observed mainly securing traffic to Chinese-language domains. We have not been able to identify this CA, nor does it appear in searches of the certificate repository hosted at crt.sh.

Our data, in addition to logging all HTTP(S) communication that a machine engages in, also records the name of the process that initiated each request and whether the communication occurred securely or not. Additionally, Comscore maintains a list of process names that consistently engage in malicious activity. Process names are added to this list after empirical observation and manual forensic review assess whether the primary purpose of the process is malicious. This list is maintained and updated on an ongoing basis.
The malicious process list is expected to identify a proper subset of all malicious traffic, i.e., it provides a partial view of the total volume of malicious traffic. Table X offers a high level description of the observed use of HTTP and HTTPS by malicious processes during one day in January, 2018. From this table it is evident that malicious processes do initiate secure requests, though the bulk of malicious web requests are insecure. This table also summarizes the use of HTTP and HTTPS when malware processes contact URLs that appear to be user or administrative login pages. The vast majority of such requests occur using HTTP. Of the requests identified as login attempts, the top response codes were 404-Not Found, 200-OK, and 301-Moved Permanently with volumes 418K, 246K, and 237K, respectively. The fraction of 200-OK responses from pages that request user credentials, about 25%, is surprisingly large.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HTTP(S)</th>
<th>Most non-secure requests by malicious processes appear to be login attempts.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malicious login requests</td>
<td>All malicious requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>1,162,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTPS</td>
<td>3,993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prevalence of secure traffic interception in our data suggests that it is widespread from the client perspective. Most intercepted traffic we observe is driven by antivirus software and content filter services. In order to function properly, these services must have unrestricted access to all traffic that is transmitted to or received by a machine. More broadly, the widespread deployment of pinned certificates and custom root certificates by a diverse range of applications and web browsers shows that certificate management is an exceedingly complex space. This is significant because RFC 5280 [11] prioritized “the development of certificate management systems,” among other things. Further study of this behavior and its impact on the trust hierarchy of the PKI is imperative to ensuring that the needs of the community are addressed.

VI. RELATED WORK

Several prior studies of the SSL certificate ecosystem have been based on scans of port 443 across the entire IPv4 address space [19], [4]. These studies provide an important baseline for understanding valid SSL certificates that are accepted by standard browsers and follow best practices. In contrast, Chung et al. [6] use an extensive data set gathered by scanning to investigate SSL certificates that are identified as invalid. Kotzias et al. [49] combines perspectives of the ICSI Notary [50], which passively collects metadata about SSL/TLS connections from several universities and research networks and the Censys [51], which performs periodic active scans of the IPv4 space. While these studies inform our work and we readdress several of their key findings, we argue that the perspective offered by scan-based studies is not representative of how users experience SSL, thus client-based studies significantly augment our understanding of SSL in practice.

Huang et al. [5] implemented a Flash-based applet to collect SSL certificates from over 3 million client connections to Facebook’s website. They found that 0.2% of the SSL connections used forged certificates from antivirus software, organization-scale content filters, and malware. A survey of certificate errors that are reported by Chrome is undertaken in [52]. Our findings complement the results in these prior studies by highlighting how users experience and interact with the SSL ecosystem and also extend these results by drawing attention to practical aspects of PKI maintenance.

Holz et al. [16] conducted a large study on the security of SSL deployments for email and chat infrastructures. In their work they use two sources of data: active Internet-wide scans and passive monitoring of university campus traffic. Gasser et al. [53] use the Certificate Transparency (CT) logs to report on adherence to industry baseline requirements of TLS. Finally, Heniger et al. [54] find, using a network survey, that vulnerable host and ssh keys are surprisingly common due to weaknesses in standard random number generators.

VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we present a measurement study to illuminate the characteristics of the SSL ecosystem in practice, collecting and analyzing certificate chains presented during user-driven web browsing. Our technique differs significantly from previous work in the literature by virtue of our data corpus: we do not rely on Internet-wide port scans, which do not take into account browsing behaviors in the web. While some of our results confirm those from prior studies, our findings highlight that over 99% of the certificates used in SSL exchanges are valid even though the majority of SSL certificates available are invalid as reported in previous work [6].

Although the PKI is decentralized by design, our analysis reaffirms previous results that the hierarchy is skewed to rely heavily on a few entities. One outcome of this insight is that root certificates, which have the most authority in the PKI, are subject to extremely high security standards and are audited to ensure that they are met. However, our analysis has shown that the most popular intermediate signing certificates present in our data set have a similarly large presence.

Over the last few decades since the invention of SSL, the Internet landscape has shifted significantly due to increased user demands, shifts in content consumption, and the rise of the Internet advertising industry, among other things. Due to this high prevalence, examining the efficacy of SSL in this high-impact space and its implications for user experience and privacy is crucial. We leave this exploration to future work.

As with any Internet protocol, the SSL ecosystem is diverse and constantly evolving. Continual measurement and reevaluation of the protocol and its ability to address user demands is of utmost importance. This is highlighted by our exposure of the prevalence of informal certificate deprecation and secure traffic interception. These unintended behaviors indicate that
certificate authorities and end users have both been left with demands that are incompletely fulfilled by the SSL protocol.
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